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TSDSI submits IMT2020
RIT to ITU R SG5 WP 5D

Dear Readers,
The last few months have been busy and significant for TSDSI as our key contributions to
ITU-R and 3GPP were accepted. The bringing forward of support for NavIC in 3GPP
Release 16 is an important milestone for India. Chipsets and 4G and 5G devices
supporting this service are expected to be available in the market, as early as end 2019
onwards. The acceptance of TSDSI members proposals for Release 17 technical items at
3GPP, demonstrates the maturation of Indian standards development efforts and
recognition of India requirements in the global arena. Key requirements like reducing
cost/complexity, low power consumption and greater coverage/node have been
included in the 3GPP workplan. I welcome you to join TSDSI in deliberating on Option 6
for 5G NR SA.
TSDSI organised workshops such as Tech Deep Dive @IMC2019, with the
accompanying Workshop on “Standards for Developing Countries” , oneM2M Industry
Day, and 5G for Smart Grids workshop in partnership with NSGM, reinforcing its
position in the ecosystem as a high-quality technology deliberation platform. I thank Mr
Anshu Prakash, Secretary, DoT for complimenting TSDSI for taking India's requirements
and solutions to global standards bodies. We will strive to intensify involvement of
Startups in standards development and promotion of Indian IP.
Last but not the least, I take this opportunity to congratulate winners of the first TSDSI
Fellows Awards – Dr Kumar Sivarajan, Prof. Kiran Kuchi and Dr Radha Krishna Ganti, a
richly deserved recognition. I would also like to thank DoT for their firm support to TSDSI
members in progressing the RIT work for IMT 2020 at ITU-R. I look forward to the
unstinted support of our members and DoT in all our endeavours, to scale greater heights
in times to come.
Best Regards,

TSDSI facilitates inclusion
of Work Item on “Support for
NavIC Navigation Satellite
System for LTE” in 3GPP
TSDSI publishes Reports on
Channel Characteristics of
60GHz for 4G/5G Backhaul,
Performance Requirement
Measurements for Dual SIM,
Broadcast Offloading, PPDR,
and Information Centric
Networking
TSDSI submits
rd
3 Interim Report on Cloud
Interoperability to DoT
TSDSI announces its first
ever Fellows Awards
TSDSI signs an MoU with
Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA), USA
TSDSI welcomes Prof. Uday
Desai as Advisor- Strategy at
the Sectt.

Prof. Bhaskar Ramamurthi,
Chairman, TSDSI
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Sharad Arora, CEO-Sensorise, represented TSDSI at the last TAICS
conference in Taipei. A direct outcome was an invitation to a
Malaysian Standardisation event and TTA wanting to collaborate on
oneM2M certification.

MESSAGES

3GPP SA5 and RAN5 meetings will be hosted in India in Jan/Feb
2020. TSDSI has initiated planning for the WTSA in Hyderabad in
Nov 2020.

DG SPEAK

TIA-TSDSI signed an MoU during the 5G context for Smart Cities
workshop co-organised by them. Joint workshops with WWRF and
IWPC are being planned in 1Q, 2020.
3. Establishing TSDSI as World Class SDO

Dear Colleagues,
The pace of TSDSI activities in the last quarter rose exponentially on
all fronts – technical activities in the SGs as well as in Global SDOs,
partnership/outreach events with EU India ICT standards
partnership, TIA, TCOE and TEPC, and the celebration of 5 years of
TSDSI in the flagship TSDSI Conference during the IMC-2019.
Thanks to the active participation from the TSDSI members. I
specifically want to acknowledge the huge effort of the TSDSI
Secretariat in ensuring smooth execution of all these parallel
activities. With the membership steadily increasing, we are gearing
up to support many parallel and diverse activities.
Following up from the goals that we shared in the last newsletter,
here is a summary of how we are performing:
1. Enhancing Technical Activities
Thanks to WIPRO for hosting the September TP. The attendance at
the SGN and SGSS F2F meetings was 20+ member organisations
per meeting (2018 goal - 15, 2019 goal - 30). The number of
NIPs/SWIPs were 6 & 4 respectively (2018 goal - 4, 2019 goal - 8).
3 new reports each were released by SGN and SGSS ( 2019 goal 8). The technical reports are based on analysis of India specific
requirements. Global bodies are beginning to refer them (eg.
https://www.atsc.org/newsletter/spotlight-india-international-update/).
oneM2M Release2 (26 specifications) and 3GPP Release 14 (LTE
Advanced - 402 specifications) have been submitted for approval as
a National Standard (2019 target - 20).
The Roadmap Committee is being revamped. A workshop was
conducted with the National Smart Grid Mission to initiate focus on
Power Sector requirements.
The joint technical activity with CCICI on development of standards
for Cloud Interoperability and Portability is working smoothly.
2. Improving Impact in Global Forums
ITU: TSDSI-RIT for IMT-2020 championed by SGN was submitted in
July ITU-R WP5D meeting and resubmitted in September.
3GPP: 3GPP Plenary Sept 2019 - NavIC accepted as a work item
for 3GPP Release 16, multiple contributions for Release 17.
oneM2M: Technical Plenary hosted in Hyderabad with 100+
delegates attending Industry Day.
However the number of contributions and delegates fell short of our
target of 10+ contributions and 10+ delegates per meeting.
A 4-member delegation participated in 3GPP PCG/OP and
oneM2M SC meetings in October. TSDSI and COAI have joined the
Meeting Hosting Study Group. TSDSI triggered closer collaboration
between 3GPP and oneM2M and was appointed Vice-Chair of
3GPP PCG.
Transposition of oneM2M release 3 and 3GPP Release 15/16 is
being initiated.

Uday Desai, former Director IITH, has joined us to help with the
Strategy for IoT/M2M & mobilising Academia participation.
A Start-up Conclave was held at ITI, Bangalore to spread awareness
of the importance of participation in Standards Development. DoT to
mobilise funds to enable Start-ups to participate in Standards
development
Amit Gupta, former VP - Communications and Media Solutions, TCS
is joining us to drive the Strategy for engaging Start-ups in Standards
Development. A White paper “Study of Start-up Ecosystem for
Telecom in India” has also been initiated.
QCI Audit for TSDSI has been initiated. BIS has proposed a Scheme
for Recognition of Standard Developing Organizations (SDOs)
which is being studied by the Standardisation Committee.
Developing Countries Strategy Task Force, chaired by Kumar
Sivarajan and IEEE Strategy Task Force, chaired by Vipin Tyagi have
been initiated. TSDSI & TEPC joined hands to conduct a workshop
on “Standards for Development”. This will become a 6-monthly
event.
We celebrated the 5 years of TSDSI during a very well attended
TSDSI Tech Deep Dive @ IMC 2019. Thanks to our members (Satish
Jamadagni, Anindya Saha, KVS Hari, Ayush Sharma, Randeep
Raina, Mangesh Ingale, Babu Narayanan, Amit Gupta, Madhur
Bharadwaj, Jishnu A, Sharad Arora, Brejesh Lall) and affiliates (IEEE,
BIF, ATSC, IAFI, COAI) for actively participating in the program and
organising committees. Please join me in congratulating the TSDSI
Fellows 2019 - Kumar Sivarajan, Kiran Kuchi and Radha Krishna
Ganti who were felicitated at the event.
Special thanks to Saankhya Labs, Sensorise, ATSC, IAFI and the
INDO-EU project for their generous sponsorships for various events.
Please join me in welcoming Uday Desai, Amit Gupta, Asif Iqbal,
Nivedita and Akansha to TSDSI.
Thanks again for your continued support and engagement at TSDSI.
Looking forward to meeting you at the upcoming events at TSDSI.
Regards

Pamela Kumar,
Director General

Discussions are ongoing with BIF, COAI, TEC & BIS to synergise
efforts. Formal meetings with TEC & BIS need to be organised.

www.tsdsi.in
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Indian Language support for Financial transactions (NIP 217):
A study on various possible methods through which SMS for
financial transactions can be delivered by the bank to the
customer in their preferred language of choice is proposed to
be taken up.

ACTIVITIES

Standardization Activities

Snapshot of Technical Activities:

Study Group - Networks

Study GroupNetworks

Study GroupServices & Solutions

Total No. of Technical
Reports Released

3

77

No. of Technical
Reports in Draft

0

0

2111

112

-

-

Group Name

IMT2020 and TSDSI RIT/SRIT submission (WI1-SI41): TSDSI
has updated the RIT proposal and submitted the same to ITU
R on 10 September 2019 in accordance with the decision
taken in ITU WP5D meeting held in July 2019.
Following Technical Reports were approved in the SGN TP
Meeting held in September 2019:
1.

Broadcast offload (TSDSI TR 6002 V1.0.0) [SI 63]

Total no. of
Standards Released

2.

Performance Requirement Measurements for Dual SIM
(TSDSI TR 6003 V1.0.0) [SI 65]

No. of
Standards in Draft

3.

Channel Characteristics of 60GHz for 4G/5G Backhaul
(TSDSI TR 6004 V1.0.0) [SI 59]

As study and work items for 3GPP Release 17 are in the
process of being finalized, TSDSI members are deliberating
on the following topics in SGN: Proposal for Release 17 study
item on in-band full duplex in cellular systems (NIP219),
Proposal for Release 17 study item on PHY layer challenges in
IAB ( NIP220), Requirements from India for Rel17 (NIP221),
Enhancements in flexible UL-DL resource utilization(NIP223),
Proposal for Deployment Option-6 as a 5G NR SA mode
(NIP224), NavIC support in cellular positioning for GERAN,
UTRA, LTE, & NR(NIP225) to work on the outstanding issues
relevant to Indian scenario.

List of in-person Technical Meetings held in this period is
given below:
Group

Study Group Networks

A flyer on TSDSI's work in 5G related to Low Mobility Large
LMLC has been published.
Study Group - Services and Solutions

Study Group Services &
Solutions

Cloud Interoperability and Portability (SI61): The 3rd interim
report on Cloud Interoperability and Portability, covering the
workflow, approach and India specific use cases and
reference standards has been submitted to DoT. This work is
being done jointly by TSDSI and CCICI.

Meeting

Date

Venue

Participation
Member
Organisation

SGN FCC
Formal
conference
call

21
August
2019

Conference
Call

17

SGN F2F
Meeting

11-12
September
2019

WIPRO
Bengaluru

21

TSDSI TP
(in person)

11-12
September
2019

WIPRO
Bengaluru

21

11
October
2019

Conference
Call

8

SGSS FCC
Formal
Conference
call

Public Protection and Disaster Relief (PPDR SI58): A Technical
Report documenting findings of survey of user community and
covering usage/deployment scenarios, available and
upcoming technologies/evolving architectures, scaling and
interworking of platforms, evolving standards and systems has
been published. Further work on PPDR will be considered in
the upcoming SGSS TP.
Information Centric Networking (ICN SI60): A Technical
Report on Information Centric Networking has been
published. It describes typical use cases that can be benefitted
from the ICN deployment since the current infrastructure is not
able to match their QoS requirements. It also outlines India
specific challenges and requirements for the adoption of ICN.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)/Drones (SI62): A technical
report on drone operations using cellular connectivity is under
preparation.

www.tsdsi.in

TSDSI welcomes volunteering offers from members and
organizations to organise discussion workshops and knowledge
sharing webinars on any active study or work items listed on our
website. Please contact secretariat@tsdsi.in for the same.
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ACTIVITIES

Pre-standardization Activities

Details of previously held webinars maybe viewed at
http://www.indiaeu-ictstandards.in/webinars/.

Technical Workshops

The project continues to support participation of telecom
experts in global standards development related activities.

TSDSI partnered with National Smart Grid Mission (NSGM),
Ministry of Power, to conduct a workshop on “Leveraging 5G
and Cloud for Smart Grids in the Indian Context” on 20
August 2019 in New Delhi. An interesting viewpoint on
potential of utilising power sector infrastructure (transmission
tower network) for telecom came out during the deliberations.
Follow up workshops on dedicated topics - “5G for Smart
Grids” and “Indian Power Sector experience in utilising Cloud
infrastructure” are being planned jointly.

ITU
TSDSI delegation comprising of 3 delegates participated in
the ITU-R WP 5D meeting #32 in Buzios, Brazil from 9-17 July
2019. TSDSI submitted candidate IMT-2020 RIT/SRITs at the
meeting. Further information/clarifications were provided to
ITU-R with an updated RIT submission on 10 September 2019.

3GPP

Suggestions and volunteering offer for workshops on technical
topics may be sent to secretariat@tsdsi.in.

TSDSI Delegation of 4 members, led by Prof. Bhaskar
Ramamurthi, Chairman, TSDSI, participated in the 3GPP
PCG43/OP42 meeting in Washington DC, USA on October
2-3, 2019. Ms Pamela Kumar shared TSDSI's approach for
tracking progress on 5G NR deployment in developing
countries. TSDSI's recommendation on need for closer
collaboration between oneM2M and 3GPP was
acknowledged. A discussion between 3GPP SA Chair and
oneM2M SC Chair has been triggered. Ms Pamela Kumar,
has been appointed as PCG Vice Chair for calendar year
2020.

India-EU Partnership Project (PP) on Cooperation for ICT
Standardization

Participation level of representatives from TSDSI member
organisations in 3GPP technical meetings for the reporting
period is as follows:

The tutorials, hackathons, workshops and webinars conducted
regularly by the project have acquired the status of being
looked forward to by the technology community- techpreneurs,
researchers and startups, within India and globally.
The project supported a High level Workshop on “The Future
of Telecom Technologies and oneM2M. The Global
Standards for IoT/M2M” with CDOT, ETSI and TSDSI in New
Delhi on 26-27 August 2019. Apart from the quality lectures
and presentations, topics on standards' based implementation
initiatives for smart cities from around the world and the live
demonstrations evoked a lot of interest from the participants.
The project organised webinars to promote awareness and
dialog on following topic:
Webinar

IoT Security

Date

18 July 2019

Speakers

Moderator: Mr Vijay Madan, Mentor and Advisor –
Services and Solutions, TSDSI
Speaker: Mr Shailendra Kumar Sharma, Deputy
Director General (Smart Networks), Telecom
Engineering Centre, DoT, India.

Recording

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LrRMvGdfudE&
feature=youtu.be

www.tsdsi.in

Group

No. of Meetings

No. of Participants

RAN

11

63

SA

13

36

CT

8

14

Mr Suresh Chitturi, GC member TSDSI, delivered a webinar
on '3GPP SA6 initiative to enable new vertical applications'
on 26 September 2019.

oneM2M
TSDSI hosted the 42nd Technical Plenary meeting of oneM2M
in Hyderabad from 23-27 September 2019. 40 Change
Request Contributions from CDOT, member to oneM2M from
TSDSI, were accepted at this meeting. With this, total
contributions from CDOT accepted by oneM2M has become
270, one of the largest by an Indian organization.
A mid-week Industry Day was organised as part of the
activities on 25 September 2019 in IIIT Hyderabad, with
sponsorship support from the India EU Cooperation Project on
ICT Related Standardization, Policy and Legislation. It
featured presentations and panel discussions by experts from
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oneM2M, Indian Industry, Government officials and
Academicians focussing on IoT standardisation in key areas
including smart cities, transport, railways etc.
According to Mr Roland Hechwartner, oneM2M Technical
Plenary Chair, India represents an exciting market for IoT
innovation, with adoption and investment continuing to grow
at an exponential rate. “Consequently, it is important that as
IoT technology builds on the economic and societal footing in
India, standardisation is explored in earnest as a way to
ensure interoperability and reliability”. Ms Pamela Kumar,
Director General, TSDSI, elaborated that vertically siloed
application vendors make up a large part of the IoT
application environment in India, which exposes users to the
risk of being locked into expensive proprietary solutions when
deploying and extending their IoT applications, especially in
the smart city ecosystem. “This is the reason why IoT standards
for common service functions, interoperability and security are
critical to unlocking the full potential of interworked
applications, which will, in turn, create harmonised smart city
environments.”

A bilateral Round Table was conducted between TSDSI and
TIA members to discuss specific areas of collaboration was
conducted at the end of the workshop. It was decided to
explore collaboration opportunities in the areas of 5G
testbeds, Smart Grid pilots, Study of Tower data modelling,
Security in M2M Communications and Quantum readiness,
Data Centre and cloud inter-operability, Standards for
physical infrastructure for smart cities etc. Coordinators from
TIA and TSDSI have been identified for the same.
An IEEE Collaboration Strategy Task force has been setup to
focus on co-development and adoption of IEEE Standards in
TSDSI. The Task Force is being led by Mr Vipin Tyagi, former
GC Member, TSDSI.
TSDSI held discussions with BIF for collaborating on the BIF
Standardization Gap Project. Both organizations are
exploring conducting roadshows on emerging and innovative
technologies and activities to promote awareness on
standardization lifecycle, by leveraging the Indian startups
and academic ecosystem.

Mr Jayesh Ranjan, Principal Secretary of the Industries &
Commerce (I&C) and Information Technology (IT)
Departments, Telangana Government, in a special address to
the participants, talked about the IoT initiatives taken up by
Telangana Govt. and benefits accrued to common man.
CDOT, Chordant, IIIT Hyderabad and Sensorise made live
demonstrations at the event
TSDSI Delegation led by Ms Pamela Kumar, participated in
the oneM2M Steering Committee meeting in Washington DC,
USA on 3 October 2019.
Telecom Engineering Centre has been conducting regular
awareness and stakeholder consultation workshops for
adoption of oneM2M Specifications Rel 2, transposed by
TSDSI as TSDSI standards.

Other Affiliations
TSDSI has signed an MoU with TIA to collaborate for
advancing ICT standards with a special focus on smart
buildings and wireless infrastructure. In her remarks to mark
the occasion, Ms Pamela Kumar, Director General, TSDSI,
said that while standards need to incorporate the unique
requirements of emerging markets like India, they also need to
be globally harmonised for interoperability and inclusiveness.
TIA and TSDSI organised a joint workshop on Smart Cities:
5G Network Technologies, Its Applications, and Standards”
in Bengaluru on 5-6 September 2019, under the aegis of the
US-India SCCP, USTDA in partnership with ANSI, BIS and CII.
It covered topics on 5G roadmap and standards activities,
challenges and solutions, reliability, frameworks for customer
experience measurements, security and privacy, test beds etc.
from the standpoint of smart cities in the US and India regions.

www.tsdsi.in

TSDSI Outreach Committee Member, Mr Sharad Arora,
delivered a presentation on the “Indian Approach to
Standards for IoT and Smart Cities” at the TAICS Global
Standards Forum (TSGF) 2019 in Taipei on October 1, 2019.
His suggestion on “how to bring frugal certification to the IoT
masses, which are small companies and very different from
few large Companies” was highly appreciated and has
triggered proposals for detailed discussions.
Liaison Statements:
TSDSI has received three (3) Liaison Statements from ITU-R
and one (1) from OFCOM in Q3 2019. After deliberations in
the SGN meeting held in September 2019, a response of the
Liaison Statement has been sent to OFCOM. The Liaisons
received from ITU R were only for information wrt to the IMT
2020 activities.
Various Liaisons (LS) of TSDSI can be viewed at
https://bit.ly/2pKTm44.
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Mr. Amit Gupta, former VP - Communications and Media
Solutions, TCS is joining TSDSI to drive the Strategy for
engaging Start-ups in Standards Development.

TSDSI
GENERAL UPDATES
Finances
The Auditor's report for FY 2018-19 has been approved.
TSDSI members have been supporting hosting of various
meetings, workshops and conferences in India, by offering
their premises, and/or financial support. TSDSI thanks M/s
Saankhya Labs for supporting the TSDSI Tech Deep Dive
@IMC 2019 workshop as a sponsor; and M/s Sensorise
Digital Services Pvt. Ltd. for supporting the TSDSI Tech Deep
Dive @IMC 2019 and the oneM2M Industry Day events as
session sponsor.
Please contact secretariat@tsdsi.in to discuss potential
sponsorship opportunities.

IT and Website
Suggestions for improving the website and members' portal
may be sent to secretariat@tsdsi.in.

TSDSI organised the 2nd edition of Tech Deep Dive workshop
on 15-16 October 2019, as part of IMC 2019. The theme of
the workshop was “Standards for Development & Bridging the
Digital Divide in the Era of 5G & Beyond”. Around 36+
globally renowned experts, delivered keynotes, expert talks
and participated in panel discussions on topics arranged in
sub themes: Reality Check for 5G (covering Standards
readiness, Broadcast-Broadband in the Realm of 5G,
Emerging Trends); “Open” initiatives (Open Standards,
Platforms and Open Source); Emerging 5G ecosystem in
India (covering Frugal 5G, Low Mobility Large Cell (LMLC)
and beyond, ICN, Multi access Edge Computing, Leveraging
5G for Vertical Application industries). Mr Anshu Prakash,
Secretary, DoT, in his inaugural address at the conference,
complimented TSDSI for taking India's requirements and
solutions to global standards making bodies. He called upon
Indian industry to make available complete, end to end 5G
systems to the network operators. He advised TSDSI to work
towards greater engagement with startups and bringing them
in the fold of TSDSI membership. He said that “Make in India”
and value addition in India must be promoted else India will
remain a marginal player in telecom manufacturing despite
being one of the largest markets. “Invent, innovate, adapt and
adopt should be the mantra” for the Telecom Industry”.

Outreach and Engagements
TSDSI continues to be invited to various technology
workshops and conferences. Ms Pamela Kumar Director
General, Governing Council representatives, Technical
Leaders and member organization experts delivered
keynotes, expert talks and participated in panel discussions at
various events, including:

ET Telecom’s 5G Congress 2019 in New Delhi on 1

August 2019


IEEE SmartTech 2019 (http://www.ieeesmarttech.com/) in

Bengaluru on 2-3 August 2019

If you are interested in getting an outreach workshop
conducted for your organization or your industry segment,
please contact secretariat@tsdsi.in.


CII India Innovation Summit 2019 in Bengaluru on 22

Operational Matters


IoT India Congress 2019 in Bengaluru on 22-23 August

Subsequent to the completion of the two-year term of
Technical Leaders in Aug 2019, elections for these positions
were conducted on 6 September 2019. Elections to three
vacant GV positions were also decided to be held at
simultaneously. The following candidates have been elected:

August 2019

2019


Things Conference India 2019 on 18-19 October 2019

Ms Pamela Kumar delivered a keynote address on “5G–
Opportunities and Challenges for India” at the ONCon 2019
conference in Bengaluru on 23 July 2019. M/s Anindya
Saha, GC Member, spoke on AI-RAN at the conference.
TSDSI conducted a Start-up Conclave at ITI, Bangalore on 10
October 2019 to spread awareness of the importance of
participation in Standards Development for Global
Competitiveness. TSDSI is persistently engaged with DoT to
mobilise funds to enable Start-ups to participate in Standards
development.

www.tsdsi.in

Technical Leadership
Chair SG-Networks: Mr Satish Jamadagni, Reliance JIO
Vice Chair SG-Networks: Mr R Prakash, CDOT
Chair SG-Services and Solutions: Mr Akhilesh Shrivastava, TCS
Vice Chair SG-Services and Solutions: Mr Mangesh Ingale,
Samsung
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UPDATES

Strategic Initiatives
TSDSI Vision: Prof. Rekha Jain conducted a dedicated TSDSI
Vision workshop on 4 July 2019 as part of the 25th GC
meeting to chalk out TSDSI goals and objectives. Based on
the inputs provided during the workshop and several follow
up discussions, a draft version of the Vision Document has
been prepared. This is currently under review.

Governing Council
Category

Elected Representative

Telecom Service Provider

Vodafone Idea Ltd
represented by
Mr Rahul Vatts

Govt./Society of Govt./PSU

BSNL represented by
Mr D K Agarwal

Mobile Phone/CPEs manufacturer

TATA MOTORS Ltd.
represented by
Mr Manoj Shukla

The new Technical Leadership took charge at the Technical
Plenary meeting on 11-12 September 2019. TSDSI members,
GC and Leaders lauded the efforts and contributions made by
the outgoing SGN Vice Chair, Mr Jishnu Aravindakshan. Mr
Aravindakshan expressed his satisfaction on the progress
made by TSDSI in its standards development journey, noting
the completion of the first standard on fronthaul; contribution
towards inclusion of LMLC requirement in IMT technologies,
and the healthy technical activities pipeline in study and
standard development phases.

A growing breed of India based startups are emerging in
deep technology areas in Digital communications, with
innovative solutions and potential IP that can be incorporated
in global standards. TSDSI has formed a Task Force to
engage Startups in Standards development, nationally and in
global fora. A Startups outreach session was conducted at ITI
Bengaluru, in partnership with TCOE India on 10 October
2019 as a first step in this initiative. Discussions with startups
who have expressed interest in standards development and
engaging with TSDSI have been initiated.
Recognising the growing momentum of open initiatives in 5G
and beyond, TSDSI Standardization Committee is formulating
a strategy for the same.
One of the mandates of TSDSI is to support engagement of
developing countries in standards development activities. A
Developing Countries Task Force Committee led by Dr Kumar
Sivarajan, former Chairman, TSDSI, has been formed for this
purpose. As a first step, the Committee helped organise a
workshop on “Standards for Developing Countries” jointly
with TEPC on 14 October 2019, World Standards Day in
New Delhi. While reducing cost/complexity, low power
consumption and greater coverage/node have been included
in the 3GPP workplan, possibility of Standalone deployment
Option #6 for early 5G Readiness was mooted at the
workshop. Speaker representatives from Govts. of Nigeria
and Zimbabwe, assured TSDSI of their support to our
proposals in global standards forums. This workshop will be
held regularly bi-annually. The next workshop is slated to be
held in New Delhi as part of the TEPC organised India
Telecom 2020 conference on 11-12 February 2020.

The 25th Governing Council meeting was held in New Delhi
on 4 July 2019. Mr Sanghi, Sr DDG TEC, nominated by DoTTEC to the TSDSI Governing Council, was accorded a warm
welcome at the meeting. Updates to the IPR policy have been
approved by GC for tabling to the General Body.
Prof U B Desai, former Director IIT Hyderabad, has joined
TSDSI as a Strategy Consultant effective 2 September 2019.
He will drive strategy for Standardisation in the IoT/M2M
area with a special focus on oneM2M and evangelise TSDSI
and Standardisation amongst Indian Academia and also in
the Hyderabad/Mumbai region.
Mr Asif Iqbal, Ms Akansha Arora and Ms Niwedita Pathak
have joined Secretariat team in the IT Infrastructure, SGNetworks Technical Activities support and SG-Services and
Solutions Technical Activities support groups respectively.

www.tsdsi.in

Mr Anindya Saha, Member GC, has been appointed as Vice
Chair of the Roadmap Committee. A status update on the
Roadmap document as of October 2019 can be viewed here
https://tinyurl.com/yx94aed3.
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Congratulations to the winners of the first TSDSI Fellows awards.

EVENTS

TSDSI Fellow - Technical Excellence

TSDSI Meetings

The next TSDSI Technical Plenary meeting (SGNhttps://tinyurl.com/y2n8y5nn and SGSShttps://tinyurl.com/y2j4ou42) is scheduled on 27-28
November 2019. Workshops on Cloud Interoperability on 26
November and on ML in Future Networks and Role of
Standardization on 29 November, 2019 are being organised
along with the meetings.

Awardee #1: Prof. Kiran Kuchi, IIT
Hyderabad, for his pioneering
leadership of TSDSI and specifically
for the PI/2 BPSK and NB-IOT
coverage enhancement contributions
at 3GPP, thus establishing a firm
global footprint for India as a
technology innovator for 5G.

Following meetings of 3GPP are planned to be held in India
in the FY19-20:

SA WG5 (Telecom Management) meeting #129 in
Hyderabad on 24-28 February 2020.

3GPP RAN WG5 meeting #86 in Pune on 17-21 February,
2020.

Awardee #2: Dr Radha Krishna
Ganti, IIT Madras, for his outstanding
work and for “Leading the first ever
technology contribution from TSDSI
'LMLC for IMT2020' and 'TSDSI-RIT
submission' at ITU-R WP5D, heralding
India's arrival as a technology
contributor to 5G.”

oneM2M Activities in India

TSDSI Fellow – Organizational
Leadership

3GPP Activities in India

TSDSI hosted the 42nd Technical Plenary meeting of oneM2M
in Hyderabad, India from 23-27 September 2019. The 4th
oneM2M Industry Day was organised as part of the meeting
on 25 September 2019.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dr. Kumar N Sivarajan, Tejas
Networks and the first Chairman of
TSDSI for “Providing strong leadership
to TSDSI as its first Chairman and
establishing a solid foundation for
sustainable growth”.
TSDSI Champion

TSDSI felicitates Recipients of the first
“TSDSI Fellows” awards on 14 October 2019,
World Standards Day
TSDSI completed five years of existence on 7 January 2019. As
we look back on our brief history of five years, we see the
vision, wisdom and tireless efforts of our members and patrons
that went into shaping TSDSI and laying a strong foundation for
Digital Communication Standardization framework in India.
To commemorate successful completion of 5 years, a TSDSI Roll
of Honour was instituted to felicitate individuals who have
contributed to the cause of TSDSI by providing outstanding
organisational leadership, championing the cause of TSDSI and
making outstanding technical contributions. After a rigorous
process of nominations by Members and selections by the
Awards Jury, the final winners were announced at the TSDSI
Awards Ceremony on 14 October 2019, World Standards
Day. The awardees were conferred a plaque each, by Ms
Aruna Sundararajan, Former Chairperson Digital
Communications Commission (DCC) and Secretary DoT.

Award in this category was not
conferred.

TSDSI
MEMBERSHIP UPDATE
APInf Technologies Private Limited joined TSDSI as Corporate Member in
Q3 2019.
APInf propose to contribute in the areas of Digital Smart Communities,
Smart city platforms, API/Data Economy, APIs and IoT platform. Open
Source Code Cloud Systems etc.
TSDSI member list can be viewed here https://tsdsi.in/present_members/
To apply for TSDSI membership, please visit https://tsdsi.in/membership/

ABOUT
TSDSI

Telecommunications Standards Development Society, India (TSDSI), aims at developing and promoting
India-specific requirements, standardizing solutions for meeting these requirements and contributing these
to international standards, contributing to global standardization in the field of telecommunications,
maintaining the technical standards and other deliverables of the organization, safe-guarding the related
IPR, helping create manufacturing expertise in the country, providing leadership to the developing
countries (such as in South Asia, South East Asia, Africa, Middle East, etc.) in terms of their telecommunications-related standardization needs.

TSDSI is recognised by Department of Telecommunications as India's Telecom Standards Development Organisation (SDO).
TSDSI is registered as a Society under the Societies Registration Act (Act XXI of 1860).
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